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Roland Winchester

Roland Winchester is a player character played by Wolf626.

Roland Winchester

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 16日 6月 YE 20
Organization: New Dusk Conclave

Current Placement: Osman University

Physical Description

Roland stands at 6'4“, with tanned skin, from living in the desert areas of Osman. He's more lean than
bulky in terms of muscle. His hands are calloused from all his work in his dad's junkyard. He possesses a
scar in his eyebrow from an incident in his youth. He's got short brown hair, usually covered with his hat.
He's calm blue eyes. Roland prefers comfort over style and thus wears jeans and T-Shirts, flannel shirts
and leather jackets. Wears mostly browns, white and blue tones.
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Personality

Roland is friendly, boisterous, sarcastic. He tries to hide his self-doubts with an excess of bravado and
western puns. Despite that, he's rather lonely and melancholic. He can be quick to anger and brash at
times. But above all, he's loyal. You stand with him and he'll stand by you.

History

Born in the small desert edge city of Deadwood in Osman, Roland was a child who dreamed of sailing the
seas of space. Raised by a humble starship mechanic only compounded that dream. Life was idyllic, for
some time.

His father was killed by a fugitive running from the law. He took Roland hostage and nearly beat him
dead. Luckily, Roland was saved by Rorik Istavan, a traveling knight for hire, at the cost of the fugitive's
escape.

After his father's death Roland felt lost and angry. He wanted vengeance. He asked Rorik to teach him
how to shoot. Rorik took him under his wing for a bit, and taught him not just how to shoot but why to
shoot. Together, they hunted down the criminal and brought him to justice.

Roland sold his father's shop and travelled to Osman, towards a new chapter in his life, with a dream in
his heart and a gun in his hip.

Skills Learned

Art and Vocations

Roland is a self taught harmonica player. It's one of his few prized possessions from his late father.

Maintenance and Repair

Roland spent most of his teen years as a mechanic in a space ship junkyard. He's become
proficient with quick fixes and jury rigging other parts together.

Fighting

Roland has faced his fair share of scraps in the years. Mostly self-taught, he's a fast boxer for his
size. Roland was also taught how to shoot by Rorik. He's most proficient with his revolver.
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Starship Operations

Roland is proficient with piloting small ships, freighters being the most largest and most
complicated he can handle.

Social Connections

Roland Winchester is connected to:

Rorik Istavan - Mentor and Father figure

Steven Winchester- Late father

Inventory & Finance

Roland Winchester has the following:

1 old dark brown Stetson hat

1 classic HHG Pistol

1 Raven Sport car

2 Long Combat Knife “Cross”

Roland Winchester currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by wolf626 on 09, 23 2019 at 11:52 using the Character Template Form.

In the case wolf626 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Roland Winchester
Character Owner Wolf626
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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